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UFO REPORTS FROM NAVY PILOTS - Navy
pilots have reported sightings of UFOs over
the East Coast, to which military officials have
offered limited explanations, according to The
New York Times. These sightings occurred in
2014 and 2015 between Virginia and Florida, and
while experts can typically find an explanation
for such sightings, they have not been able to
offer any explanation. These objects were seen at
a variety of elevations and appeared to move at
supersonic speeds—one appeared like a “sphere
encasing a cube,” while another looked like a
“spinning top.” They appeared to be the size of
commercial planes, eliminating speculation that
they were drones. The New York Times ran video
footage of these objects online, and the pilots’
voices were audible in the background, expressing
shock at these objects, incredulous at their speed
and odd shape. These reports have caused the
Defense Department to release their procedure
for identifying these objects. Though none have
speculated that these objects are extraterrestrial,
a Pentagon official referred to these reports as a
“striking series of incidents.”
SUPREME COURT REQUIRES BURIAL OF FETAL
REMAINS, BANS CERTAIN ABORTIONS - a new
court ruling has enabled Indiana to require the
burial of fetal remains, but not certain abortions.
An appeal by the State of Indiana called to
reinstate a strict abortion law that outlawed the
procedure based on fetal characteristicsrelating to
race, sex, or disability. Originally enacted in 2016
and signed by Gov. Mike Pence, the Indiana law
prohibits abortions at any given point throughout
a pregnancy due to any objection relating to sex
or disability—like down syndrome. The law also
called for proper disposal of fetal remains as seen
by the abortion providers. The law allowed for
burial or cremation—including mass cremations.
With the recent court ruling, the fetal remains
provision will likely be enforced within weeks.
NEWS
NEW STATION IN INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT -
With the new construction of a light rail line from
Ballard to West Seattle, Sound Transit proposed a
new light rail station to be built in International
District. This proposal has been met with distrust
from membersofthe community there, according
to reporting from The Seattle Times. Throughout
large-scale construction projects in this
neighborhood, many contractors have ignored
the needs of local business owners and residents,
interrupting utilities, blocking important
traffic routes, and unnecessarily seizing land.
According to interviewees in The Seattle Times,
these projects have resulted in businessowners
purchasing bottled water to wash dishes and
inability to operate on important holidays like
Lunar New Year. Sound Transit has proposed
several options for this new station, such as an 80-
foot “shallow” station or a 200-foot underground
station, both along Fourth Avenue. Construction
routes could disrupt traffic along Fourth Avenue
or Fifth Avenue, and they could cause the closure
of several lanes on the Fourth Avenue viaduct for
over five years. This would redirect traffic through
the International District.
ARGENTINIAN ABORTION RIGHTS ACTIVISTS
FIGHT FOR ABORTION LEGALIZATION - Aft
throughout Argentina on May 28, abortion rights
activists united in a massive demonstration to
fight for women’srights. Abortion in Argentina is
only legal in cases of rape or ifthe mother’shealth
is at risk. Last year, a bill similar to the one they
are attempting to pass now was approved by the
lower house, the Chamber of Deputies. This bill
was overruled by the upperhouse, the Senate. The
new bill proposes that “women or other identities
with the ability to gestate” will have the ability to
access legal, safe, and publicly funded abortions
in the first 14 weeks of pregnancy. Activists also
wish to decriminalizeabortions because they can
currently lead to arrest and jail time iftheir doctor
does not approve of the process. If this law was
passed through the government Argentina will be
the most populated country in Latin America to
legalize abortion.
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ELECTIONS - The
Green Party fared unexpectedly well in the
European Union parliamentary elections on May
26, with pro-EU parties maintaining a majority
across the union. The success of the Green Party
in France, the U.K., and Germany marks a shift
in the ideals of the electorate, with more and
more voters prioritizing environmental policy.
They will represent about 10 percent of seats in
parliament. Leading up to the election, many were
concernedabout therise ofpopulist parties, which
oppose the E.U. and espouse anti-immigrant
rhetoric. These parties will represent 25 percent
of seats in parliament, holding significant power
but nonetheless rendered relatively powerless by
the majority held by pro-E.U. parties. Many had
anticipated a surge in the populist vote, including
Steve Bannon of the U.S., Marine Le Pen of
France, and Matteo Salvini of Italy. While the
populist parties did not see a decline as compared
to Marine Le Pen’s campaign for French President
in 2017 and the Brexit campaign in 2016, they
do appear to have stalled in their rise of support
amongEuropean countries.
DROUGHT IN WASHINGTON STATE - On
Monday, Governor JayInslee’s drought declaration
expanded to nearly half of Washington state due
to the worsening drought through 24 of the state’s
72 watersheds. The drought, caused by lower
snowpack and diminished rainfall, has resulted
in a lower-than-normal availability of water for
over 3 million people and will most likely affect
salmon and fish populations throughout the
state. Another impact may include an earlierstart
to wildfire season. According to atmospheric
scientist Nick Bond, it is unclear how much
precipitation Washington can expect to receive in
the upcoming months. Government officials are
urging people to reduce their water use through
a variety of methods including taking shorter
showers, refraining from watering front lawns,
and limiting usage ofwater-heavy appliances.
Josh can be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com.
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SEATTLE U COMMUNITY RESPONDS TO NATIONAL WAVE OF ABORTION BANS
Grace Rosebrook
Volunteer Writer
New abortion laws have passed in
Alabamaand Georgia this past month
that have caused concern amongst
reproductive rights groups across
the country. On May 15, Republican
Alabama Governor Kay Ivey signed
into effect the most restrictive
abortion law to date. Under this law,
all abortion practices would be illegal
unless the pregnant persons life is at
risk. The law makes no exceptions
for cases of rape or incest. If a doctor
is found guilty of giving an illegal
abortion, they could be sentenced to
up to 99 years in prison.
In Georgia, a law called the “fetal
heartbeat” bill was signed, banning
abortions aftersix weeks ofpregnancy.
Advocates for reproductive rights
have expressed concern that the laws
are too restrictive and could cause
more harm than good. Some have
even wondered if the implementation
of these laws will lead to the repeal
of Roe v. Wade. The case resulted in
the 1973 Supreme Court decision
to grant pregnant people the right
to choose whether or not to have
an abortion.
Although it is unlikely that
these sorts of bans will happen in
Washington, Seattle University
students have expressed concern
about what is currently happening on
a national level, and what this means
for the future while professors weigh
in on why this is happening and
what to expect.
Anna Petgrave, a second year
English major and president of Her
Campus at Seattle U, discussed the
overall impact these laws will have on
reproductive rights across the country
and on campus. She explained her
worry towards the safety of the people
affected by these laws.
“The whole concept of undoing Roe
v. Wade just frustrates me in general
because it took so much to get there.
To make [abortion] illegal isn’t going
to stop it, it’s just going to stop safe
access to abortions,” she said.
The Seattle University Students for
Life group and the Seattle University
Conservative Union were contacted
but no comments were given.
This fear of Roe v. Wade being
overturned was reignited when
these laws were proposed as a way to
challenge the court to review the 1973
Supreme Court decision. Some worry
that this challenge will go through
and the Roe v. Wade decision will be
overturned, but others disagree.
Deirdre Bowen, a law professor
at Seattle U, said that the likelihood
of Roe v. Wade being overturned
is slim, citing stare decisis, which
makes courts look at past rulings
to make decisions.
This means that they would have to
feel that the previousruling was wrong
in its relation to the “right of privacy”
in the 14th amendment, which she
said is unlikely.
“What the court is more likely to
do is allow the states to increasingly
regulate abortion and narrow its
access...It’s going to be a lot of
small regulations, not an aggressive
overturning of Roe v. Wade,”
Bowen said.
She referenced the Supreme Court
decision in the Casey v. Planned
Parenthood case, which allowed for
states to regulate abortion without
too much undue burden and without
violating federal law under Roe v.
Wade. In other words, states cannot
ban abortions.
Conservatives are fighting to put
laws into place that restrict access
to abortions, but none have been to
this extent. Kay Ivey, the Republican
Governor ofAlabama who signed the
Alabama Human Life Protection Act,
expressed herviews on the importance
of protecting all human life.
She, like many others, feel that
abortion goes against her religion
and said that “every life is a sacred
gift from God.” However, some critics
have argued that this justification is
flawed because of the legal protection
of the separation of church and state.
Despite the support of these laws
from other republican politicians and
figureheads, not every conservative
person is in support of these new laws.
Tomi Lahren, a conservative
political commentator took to Twitter
express her opinion on the matter.
“I will be attacked by fellow
conservatives for saying this but so
be it, this Alabama abortion ban is
too restrictive. It doesn’t save life,
it simply forces women into more
dangerous methods, other states or
countries. You don’t encourage life via
blanket government mandate!” she
wrote in a tweet.
The timing of these laws is no
coincidence, according to Patrick
Schoettmer, a political science
professor at Seattle U specializing in
U.S. Politics. He correlated the recent
laws withreelection season, citingpast
events where presidential candidates
up for reelection used social issues as a
MAY 29,2019
pull for voters, such as Bush oudawing
same-sex marriage and Obama’s push
for marijuana legalization. Schoettmer
said that this time, it’s Trump using
the often partisan issue of abortion
during reelection.
“Most Americans think that Roe
should be legal, so focusing on or
reminding people that you’re trying
to get rid of Roe entirely will do
more to upset people than it will to
mobilize them.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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FATHER SUNDBORG GIVEN SEATTLE FIRST CITIZEN AWARD
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
The Seattle-King First Citizen Award
salutes “giving back,” whether that
be through time, treasure, or talent.
Past recipients, dating as far back
to the awards inception in 1939,
range greatly from humanitarian
groups, corporations, charitable,
health, and educational institutions
to various arts, environmental,
and civicorganizations.
This year, Seattle University
President Father Stephen V. Sundborg
S.J. became the 81st recipient
ofthe award.
The historic First Citizen Award
continues to celebrate community
leadership, volunteerism, and
public service. Sundborg has been
described by a Seatde King-County
executive as a “selfless leader” who
“shows up” with the “obvious heart
ofa servant.”
The organization itselfis a nonprofit
professional trade association whose
goals include promoting ethical
business practices and supporting
policies that preserve and expand
real property rights and housing
affordability. The board felt as though
theymade theright choice in choosing
Father Sundborg as the recipient.
David A. Sabey, a memberof Seattle
U’s Board of Trustees and Sabey
Corporation President, described
Sundborg as “a phenomenal leader
who has given much to his university
and to his community and asked for
nothing in return.”
Sabey remarked that he is
impressed with Sundborg’s long-term
commitment tovarious organizations.
“I have been consistently impressed
with his dedication to students,
faculty, and staff, his tempered and
collegial leadership abilities, and his
obvious heart of a servant,” he said.
Sundborg, who has served as the
President of Seattle U for 22 years,
was surprised but gratified to have
received such an honor.
“I didn’t think I deserved it.. .1 didn’t
think I’d involved myself as much in
the community as some other people
6 NEWS
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Seattle UniversityPresidentFather Stephen V. Sundborg S.J. recieved the Seattle King County First Citizen Awardfor 2019.
I know, and what they’ve done,”
Sundborg said.
However, when reflecting upon
Sundborg’s involvement both inside
and outside the University, the board
felt as though Sundborg was an
obviouschoice.
Diane Douglas, senior advisor at
Uncommon Partners, commented on
Sundborg’s leadership qualities.
“[Sundborg] has always struck me
as a selfless leaderkeen on doing more
than his part to make this region the
best it can be,” Douglas said.
With a prior position as the
Executive Director at Seattle City
Club, Douglas said that she has seen
visionary leadership through the
multitude of tasks Sundborg has
undertaken as President.
“He speaks out on issues of social
justice, he encourages active and
engaged citizens, and he shows up at
community events and models his
deep commitment to community
building,” she said.
Sundborg, who isthe thirdPresident
of Seattle U to win the award, joins
predecessors Rev. Albert A. Lemieux,
S.J. (1956) and Rev. William J. Sullivan,
S.J. (1990). As only the third religious
figure to have been chosen, Sundborg
noted the significance of the award.
“Father Sullivan received it in 1990
and Father Lemieux in 1956 after
17 and 20 years. I’ll serve for 22, so
that’s quite unusual because there’s
not many religious figures chosen
for the award. I’ve only seen one to
two others. It’s a real honor and I’m
gratified,” Sundborg said.
The award, which has no religious
undertone but instead focuses on
communityinvolvementandoutreach,
incorporates factors Sundborg feels as
though he embodies.
“I think there’s something different
about it because I’m a priest. I’m sort
of a religious and moral leader for the
city, and I think they see that,” he said.
Seattle U, whose mission revolves
around the identity of the individual
in their entirety and engagement
within all aspects of life, ties in with
the purpose ofthe First Citizen Award.
“As a Jesuit, our mission is to engage
people with where they are and be on
that place wherethe Church meets the
culture. I feel like I have access and
connection to people that otherwise
would not have a connection with a
priest...I’m often connected in that in
a different sort ofway,” Sundborg said.
With two years left to serve as the
President of Seattle U, Sundborg feels
as though the award has been granted
at an opportune time.
“As President of the University, the
most important thing to do is inspire
and make it possible for students and
alumni to do what they do within the
community, rather than what I do
individually and personally within the
community” he said.
Sundborg’s goals for his final two
years as President revolve around
various elements of community
engagement and outreach, all of
which Seattle King County feel as
though have made him a worthy
choice for 81st recipient of the
First-Citizen Award.
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
JOURNALISTS DISCUSS MISCONCEPTIONS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
JackDerby
Staff Writer
Domestic violence is among the
darkest of clouds over American
society. Its damage isboth mental and
physical, and it can affect survivors
for the rest of their lives. Millions are
affected by it in the United States, yet
domestic violence is rarely discussed
because of its intensely depressing
nature and the dark images it
conjures in the minds of those who
have been affected.
Domestic violence is a complex
subject that requires a great deal of
work to give one awareness about
the subject. The extensive work that
journalist Rachel Louise Snyder has
done to delve into the subject from all
possible angles has given her insight
that commands attention.
Her knowledge on domestic
violence has culminated in a book
titled “No Visible Bruises,” where
she came to Seattle’s Town Hall
to discuss her book with fellow
journalist Sydney Brownstone.
Snyder has been very thorough in
acquiring information from a wide
range of sources, whose voices she
hopes are magnified in her book
in order to elucidate the intricacies
of domestic violence.
A misconception with domestic
violence cases that Snyder discussed
was the fact that when victims
recant their accusations, it does not
always mean that the alleged abuser
is innocent, nor that danger has
ceased to exist.
“So often, when victims recant,
it’s not because they’re not in danger
anymore, it’s because of the fact that
the danger has escalated,” Snyder.
“They’re recanting because there
are so many different ways that her
abuser has shown her that he is more
powerful than the system. He has
shown her in his ability to bail out in
hours or a day. He has shown her in his
ability to skirt any real accountability
for that violence.”
She also spoke of ineffective
domestic violence policies in the
United States, explaining that the
system that determines the level of
threat to a domestic violence victim
or their level of credibility does not
adequately address the issue.
“I do think that we need to have a
better system in trying to determine
which casesreally are more dangerous,
and which ones are, in fact, a very low
level of danger,” Snyder said.
She discussed the role of law
enforcement—an entity that she
was rather critical of—in domestic
violence cases.
“I think law enforcement needs
better training on the nuances of
domestic violence,” Snyder said.
Former Seattle police officer
and current Criminal Justice
professor at Seattle University, A1
O’Brien, explained how the Seattle
Police Department processes
domestic violence cases.
“Domestic violence laws are
intended to get a third party involved
and separate the victim from the
offender until the thing can be
adjudicated so that you don’t have the
people coming back together again,”
he said.
O’Brien also explained that the
police must determine a victim and
perpetrator. That can often lead
to negative consequences if there
is little evidence in place or if the
CONNOR MERRION • THE SPECTATOR
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evidence does not tell the entire story,
according to Snyder.
Snyder discussed a ride-along with
police in Montana as they responded
to a report of domestic violence. In
this case, the woman was determined
to be the perpetrator but as Snyder
talked with the woman, she revealed
evidence that she had not disclosed
to the police, asserting that her
husband was abusive as well. They
were both arrested.
As complex as domestic violence
is, it is equally as dark and disturbing
and can cause great strain for those
who report on it. Snyder talked about
her struggles in reporting on domestic
violence, which caused her to take
a year off from her work. She even
revealed that, in large part due to
her reporting on issues like domestic
violence, she was diagnosed with
Vicarious Trauma, a condition similar
to Post TraumaticStress Disorder, but
not necessarily with the same long
term and pervasive effects.
Brownstone also discussed a similar
struggle that she has encountered
in her career.
“I couldn’t walk down the street
without bursting into tears, and in
reporting on rape and sexual violence,
I mean, I was actually diagnosed with
Acute Stress Disorder,” she said.
With all the work of journalists,
social workers, law enforcement, and
others to address the issue ofdomestic
violence, Brownstone questioned if
abusers can change for the better.
“Can a violent man learn to be
nonviolent? What do you think?”
Brownstone said.
Snyder expressed her hope for
an improvement yet provided no
definitive answer.
“I hope so,” Snyder said. “They have
to want to. They have to see thebenefit
in it for them.”
Jackmay be reached at
jderby@su-spectator.com
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GREATER SEATTLE: A CITY IN TRANSFORMATION OR A LIBERAL FAQADE?
London Johnson-Jones
Volunteer Writer
Seattle is a city that broadcasts its
ability to be diverse, geographically
unique, and welcoming. It is this
liberal facade that has led to the
revamping and revitalization of some
of Seattle’s historic neighborhoods.
“Seattle is kind of interesting in the
sense that there’s a perfect correlation
between being working class and
poor and being working class and of
color,” Mathieu Dubeau, a University
of Washington and Seattle University
political science professor, said.
Central District is located in
between Seattle and the Tukwila area
and has always had larger populations
of people of color, but the increasing
costs of residential housing and single-
family households have displaced
many of Seattle’s working class, in
favor ofaffluent white tech workers.
The displacement of these
communities has been evident since
the 50s and 60s but has become
increasingly apparent and detrimental
JAVIER PLASCENCIA.THE SPECTATOR
Capitol Hill and CentralDistrict have seen significant urban development to meet demandsfor housing. This development,
referred to as gentrification, pushes largely marginalizaed folks out oftheirhistoric neighborhoods.
8 NEWS
to minoritized groups.
“You had white majorities fleeing to
the suburbs and now they’re fleeing
back,” Dubeau said.
Large, wealthy corporations like
Amazon are putting more pressure
on marginalized communities.
These communities find themselves
competing with the capital that their
wealthy counterparts can offerand the
large amounts of wealth that they can
generate. Even if these members of
marginalized communities decide to
sell their houses, there’s no affordable
housing going north or west. It isn’t
until South Seattle that affordable
housing increases, but so does
crime and conflict.
“Changing the minimum wage isn’t
doing much to change livability and
quality of life,” Dubeau said.
Seattle also faces issues involving an
increasingly prevalent homelessness
crisis. Local resident Latosha Correll
said the Central District and Capitol
Hill areas have changed dramatically
over the past 20 years. She first chose to
live in the city, as she wanted tobe able
to walk to Pike Place Market and ditch
her car completely.
“I was blessed enough to do that
when we didn’t have the issues we
have now,” she said.
Her first apartment not only came
with a parking spot, but it cost $600
a month—about one third of her
paycheck at the time.
“We justneed to get to a place where
we can pay a third of our paycheck,”
Correll said.
This is not an unreasonable
expectation—it would give people
plenty of money for the rest of life’s
expenses. Correll highlighted just how
much the neighborhood has changed
economically. The housing prices have
increased over sixty percent, a large
enough bump to encouragepeople to
start moving away.
“Most of the people I know moved
outside the Capitol Hill and Central
District areas, most ofthe people have
moved to West Seattle, Beacon Hill,
and South Park,” Correll said.
The displacement in affordable
housing has vastly changed the
city’s culture as well. As little as six
years ago, a diverse mix of artists,
college students, more LGBTQ
people lived in these neighborhoods.
Now, it’s morphed into a younger
and tech-driven city.
The ways in which people are living
has alsobeen largely affected. More and
more Seattle residents are investigating
communal and alternative living
options. Large houses that renters cut
up into eight or so rooms are the next
best living option to meet a limited
budget requirement.
The displacement of these
communities further brings health
issues, with economic wealth and
well-being being the most affected.
The links between poverty and poor
health show that lack of resources
can lead to less treatment for serious
illnesses. As well as a lack of attention
to mental health services in more
marginalized communities.
“When you live in the city, and
you’re LGBTQ for example, there are
lots of spaces and places that people
use to build community and feel
safe,” Correll said. “When people get
displaced because of gentrification,
people move outside of that area
and it’s easier to become more
isolated and depressed.”
Seattle has faced a surge of
gentrification and displacement for
years. The biggest problems that
stem from this are not solely from
affluent corporations and institutions,
but a lack of activism from many
older, wealthier Seattle residents.
Institutions like Seattle University
are putting more focus in employing
student volunteers for community
engagement. Programs located
at the Spruce Street Inn and local
Boys & Girls Clubs assist vulnerable
citizens with mental health issues and
marginalized youth of color.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
INTERFAITH FAIR PROVIDES OPEN SPACE FOR COMMUNITIES OF FAITH
Lara McLain
Volunteer Writer
Under a warm afternoon sun, Seattle
University’s Campus Ministry held
the first Interfaith Fair. On May
23, students and staff from most
religious groups on campus attended
the fair, answering questions and
creating a dialogue.
Attendees were served aromatic
dishes and offered an assortment
of ice creams. Chart-topping pop
songs kept a quick tempo, and
cheerful conversation accompanied
the lively tunes. Although sparsely
attended at first, the event soon drew
peoples attention and became an
animated gathering.
Emily Pacunski, a third-year
criminal justice and social work
major, was at the fair as a member of
the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.
“I thinkit’s good tohave an interfaith
fair because not everybody here is
obviously Catholic, and so having the
opportunity to interact with people of
different faiths and learn more about
that isreally important,” she said.
Pacunski’s emphasis on the
interaction between people ofdifferent
faiths is the heart ofthe Interfaith Fair.
Pacunski and Emily Litterer, a
campus minister with Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship, brought a
modern translation of the Bible to
the fair. It sat front-and-center on the
table at their stall. Litterer explained
that this version of the Bible uses
gender-inclusive language and doesn’t
identify God with gendered pronouns.
As time went on, the fair began to
buzz with activity. Students flocked
to the colorfully decorated stalls, and
the representatives spoke quickly to
describe their different organizations.
A group of students danced between
the stalls to the infectious music.
Emily Gough, a fourth-year biology
major and treasurer for the Latter-Day
Saints Student Association at Seattle
U, spoke about the importance of
bringing diverse religious traditions
to the Interfaith Fair.
“I’m doing the interfaith immersion
because I think it’s really important
for everyone to learn about
diverse religions and come to the
understanding that we’re really not
that different,” Gough said.
The belief that people from varying
religious backgrounds are really not
that different was echoed by the rest
ofthe representatives and many ofthe
students at the Interfaith Fair.
Gough was accompanied by
Elder Fisi’iahi and Elder Jarvis, two
representatives from the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. They
spoke briefly about their church and
its teachings, but soon moved on to
talk about where they’d grown up and
what their hobbies were.
While comprehensively prepared to
discuss their religious organizations,
the representatives at the Interfaith
Fair were happy to speak about their
non-religious pursuits.
Kauser Gwaduri, a first-year
graduate student in the student
development administration
program, helped plan the event with
Campus Ministry.
“We went to an interfaithconference.
We’re a Jesuit university and we
wanted to talk about faith and how
that relates to who we are,” Gwaduri
said. “It just feels like a beautiful day
to talk to people and just connect and
be human.”
Gwaduri, an agnostic Muslim, was
visibly delighted by the success of the
event she’d worked tirelessly to create.
Amina Ibrahim, a fourth-
year communication and media
studies major, spoke about the
importance of the Interfaith Fair at a
Catholic university.
“I think it’s really important for
people to learn about religions that
aren’t really talked about as often,”
said Ibrahim.
Ibrahim’s understanding of the
importance of the Interfaith Fair
concisely identifies the reason why
Seattle U needs events such as these.
As the faircarried on, its atmosphere
turned from lively to relaxed. Students
and representatives held lengthy,
thoughtful conversations, and the
warm air glowed. Tension melted
away from the faces of those who had
“It’s hard to hate people when you
know them,” Carr-Ware said.
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The Jewish Student Union met with many interestedparticipants and had in-
volved conversations with them about their beliefs.
planned the event.
Victoria Carr-Ware, an ecumenical
and multi-faith campus minister,
smiled warmly as she spoke of the
importance of the event she’d planned
and carried out.
Carr-Ware summed up the power
ofthe InterfaithFair to combat hatred
through education and introduction
to people of different faiths.
Attendees of the Interfaith Fair were
in agreement that the event created a
dialogue about religion and diversity
on the Seattle U campus. People were
given the opportunity to ask and
answer questions in a judgement-free
environment.
The question that led to the creation
MAY 29,2019
of the fair, according to Carr-Ware,
intendedto build this environment.
“Wouldn’t it be good ifwe had a fair
where folks on campus can just be able
to ask questions?”
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Logan Gilbert
Staff Writer
In recent months, workers have
made allegations of food safety
issues and workers’ rights violations
against Seattle University’s current
food provider, Chartwells. As the
community raises concerns, Seattle
U employees and students have
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Contradicting accounts arise amongst
Chartwells management and employees
FEATURES
come forward with plans to remedy
issues and tell their own sides of
the story.
Chartwells has dismissed these
allegations after investigating the
claims voiced by workers in a
recent resolution from the Student
Government of Seattle University
(SGSU) and past articles from
The Spectator.
“At this point, they are just that,
they are only allegations. We have
investigated thoroughly every claim
and they have not been substantiated
at this time,” West Division President
for Chartwells Joe Fischioni said.
This past week, SGSU and
Residence Hall Association (RHA)
sent representatives to meet with
Chartwells’ upper management
about SGSU’s resolution condemning
the treatment of student workers.
The groups met to create a plan to
address the reported allegations and
improve student experiences on
campus, with the ultimate goalbeing a
collaborative approach.
Cassidy Scandpla is the Assistant
Vice President of Procurement and
Auxiliaries at Seattle U. According
to their website, this office handles
campus:wide purchasing, and thus,
oversee and manageany contract with
food providers. She said thatmeetings
between SGSU, RHA, and Chartwells
are crucial to resolving any conflict.
“Increasing the communication
with SGSU and RHA, having those
people embrace the partnership, and
having it grow [will be beneficial]
because it does take both sides to
have that partnership,” Scandola
said. “Really having that concrete
constructive feedback is what we and
Chartwells are looking for.”
Scandola further said that Seattle
U had not heard of any specific
pay issues.
“In our meeting with, SGSU and
RHA, they were going to encourage
anybody if they had an issue with
the pay that they would go and
communicate with Chartwells about
it,” Scandola said. “At this point, we are
unaware of any pay issues.”
As a part of these efforts to
address food quality allegations,
RHA called a feedback session with
members of Chartwells management,
including Resident District Manager
Shelley Strayer and Executive Chef
Andrew Gaynor.
The meeting was announced to
students in a campus-wide email sent
out two hours before the beginning
of the event. The email, sent by RHA,
said the meeting would occur in
roughly two hours, from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. Chartwells prepared questions
for students to answer during the
meeting, such as inquiries about
customer service, pricing, and
food quality.
Chartwells additionally asked
attendees to “namethe associates who
provide the best service” and to “name
the staff members who provide poor
service.”
This was followed by a brief
10-minute session where students
were allowed to ask questions in turn.
Students could also ask questions
through a survey sent along with the
announcement email.
Students’ primary concerns
involved the number of options
available for students with alternative
dietary needs—especially gluten-
free, vegetariaft, and vegan options.
Students also hoped that food would
be properly labeled so that individuals
with allergies could safely know what
is in their food.
At the end of the session, Chartwells
representatives opened the floor
to students. Multiple individuals
brought forth questions concerning
the treatment of workers and the
quality of food. The question portion
was cut short, however, as the meeting
had gone 10 minutes over the allotted
time. Chartwells stated their interest
inthe possibility of holding a feedback
session where students would be given
more time for questions.
Both employees and students
have noticed issues with Chartwells’
food. First-year Economics major
Alejandro Ramirez took issue with the
food quality and was concerned about
the safety in particular. After the
interview, he decided to grab dinner
at Cherry Street Market, and found
himself cutting into an uncooked
piece offried chicken.
“I think that food quality has just
gone down over the course of the
quarter. I’ve had fried chicken and
each time it seems to get worse,”
Ramirez said. “Chartwells doesn’t
seem to care, they are just trying to
get people to move on by distracting
them with new stuff—like these new
tables or the new buildings—without
doing anything.”
Chartwells workers are not allowed
to speak with The-'Spectator regarding
their work matters; all employees who
spoke out against Chartwells have
asked to remain anonymous out of
fear of losing their jobs.
COURTESY OF ANONYMOUS
An anonymousfood workerprovided photos ofdiscolored sushi and moldyfruit.
One issue that workers have brought
up regarding food safety is the Food
Worker Card permit, which teaches
workers proper safety for cooking and
handling food. Washington state law
requires that all food workers have
food safety training before handling
food that is served to the public.
The first employee said that there
are multiple workers who do not have
this permit and that Chartwells has
not been keeping up-to-date records
regarding this information—this
would be a violationoffood safety law.
Strayer and Fischioni contradicted
this claim when prompted with this
specific allegation—they said that it
is a requirement that all workers have
valid permits and that this information
is current.
When asking workers, a second
anonymous employee said that they
had a Food Worker Card but that it
has expired, and a third anonymous
employee said that they are not sure
whether theyhave one.
“I would assume [I have a valid
permit] but I have no knowledge ofit,”
a thirdanonymous employee said.
Some workers see issues like this
as an indication of a disconnect and
conflicting stories between Chartwells
management and workers’ needs
and expectations.
“Of course they think that this
is a one-sided issue and we need
to be more cooperative,” a fourth
anonymous employee said. “They
don’t answer emails, texts, or written
complaints, so no wonder they don’t
think there’s an issue.”
Fischioni said that there are regular
trainings and that all employees are
trained for the stations they work at,
but one employee said that they had
not been officially trained for most of
the positions they work.
“I was not given any training for
anything other, than making the Caffe
Vita coffee, which I got more than
three months after I had been hired for
that position,” the second anonymous
employee said.
One reason that these employees
sense a disconnect is because
supervisor meetings were canceled,
which prevents them frombringing up
issues with theirmanagers. Chartwells
has reported that their managers are
still running these meetings, but the
first and fourthanonymous employees
said that these meetings were canceled
after scheduling issues at the end of
winter quarterandoccurredhaveyetto
be reestablished.
The anonymous workers also
expressed that employees who
have worked at the school for
multiple years have quit out
of frustration.
“There’s a lot of people that are
loyal. They would still work because
this is their livelihood, this is what
they’ve been doing for 10 to 15 years,”
the first anonymous employee said.
“They work here for the students and
for each other, but some can’t take
it anymore.”
After the publication of recent
articles from The Spectator, Chartwells
said they feel there is more of a need
to work together with students and
workers to create an environment
that includes constructive feedback
and solutions to problemsrather than
solely accusations of mistreatment.
Latasha Harrison, a former
supervisor and current full-time
employee, took issue with many ofthe
allegations reported by The Spectator.
She asked her manager for permission
to make statements to The Spectator,
and they allowed her to speak about
her personal experiences.
Other employees have been asked
only to make statements through
Strayer. Ifthey were to talk otherwise,
several employees believe they could
risk losing their jobs.
Harrison said that the allegations
of poor food quality and sourcing
are not true, and she said that
employees who make allegations like
these are not taking the time to fully
investigate them. Harrison took issue
with employees’ claims in recent
Spectator articles.
“[‘Chartwells Employees Speak on
Food Quality at Seattle U,’ the article
printed by The Spectator on May 22]
really felt like a personal attack to get
the company shut down. That doesn’t
help anybody; it’ll just put us out of
work,” Harrison said.
For students that do experience
food quality issues, Harrison
recommended that they bring their
issues to management immediately so
that they can be addressed, saying the
whole staff will be retrained so these
issues do not come up again.
Fischioni said that he hopes students
will continue to raise constructive
criticism but make an effort to speak
on the things they like.
“We certainly want to hear from
students to hear what issues they are
having but we are also hoping they can
partner with us to make the program
better,” Fiscioni said. “There’s an effort
to focus more on the negative and I
think at some point we have to turn
the corner and focus on the positives.”
Ultimately, problems have
culminated throughout Chartwells’
first year as the campus food
provider with the testimony of
employees directly contradicting the
management’s narrative. Currently,
there seem to be no resolutions
to the growing concerns as more
students and employees bring to light
poor food quality and mistreatment
of workers.
SGSU and RHA could not discuss
the content of their meetings with
Chartwells prior to publication of
this article. They will be authorized to
speak on this topic starting May 29.
Logan may be reached at
lgilbert@su-spectator.com
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RELIGIO FASHION SHOW: WHERE HEAVEN MEETS HELL
Madisen Oshiro
Volunteer Writer
The Fashion Clubs annual, end-
of-the'-year fashion show, Religio,
featured looks heavily based off the
themes of spirituality and divinity.
Religio is the root word ofreligion and
the concept was inspired by Italian
poet and philosopher Dante, and his
poem titled the “Divine Comedy.”
The allegory represents man’s quest
to find his spirituality while traveling
through the three subsections of the
Christian afterlife—Hell, Purgatory,
and Heaven. The Fashion Club
utilized elements and aspects from
each subsection to create sustainable
looks that transcend our lifetime and
follow us into the next.
“I think as humans, we have
an innate feeling of looking for
spirituality and so Dantes Divine
Comedy isan allegory of man reaching
God,” Fashion Club President Jordan
Chan said. “I understand that a lot
of people in Seattle have different
forms of spirituality, and so I think
it’s important to put on a show that
represents that yearning for spiritual
divine spirit or divine being.”
Not only did the -fashion show
speak to the spirituality of the people
in Seattle, but it also promoted
sustainable fashion. Affiliates of the
Beach Food Forest were also present
at the fashion show because a portion
of the show’s proceeds went towards
their project. The Beacon Food Forest
fosters community through the care
and management of an edible food
forest and the overall restoration of
the local ecosystem. Since one of
the core values of the Fashion Club
is sustainability-with all the pieces
from this year’s show thrifted from
Goodwill bins-the philosophy of the
Beacon Food Forest corresponds with
the Fashion Club’s mission.
In the Quad, the audience
surrounded both sides ofthe fountain
facing two white curtains. The show
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began as red lights lit up the stage and
cacophonous, remixed musicboomed
through the speakers. One by one,
models entered from each side of the
Quad, walking around the fountain
as the audience members cheered
them on.
The first act, Inferno, embodied
intensity and anguish. The models
sauntered onto the Quad in looks
inspired by the seven deadly sins: lust,
envy,wrath, gluttony, greed, pride, and
sloth. The color palette of the first act
consisted of. dark, contrasting hues of
green, red, and black. Models carried
accessories like whips and chains and
wore hair and makeup inspired by
the circus.
“I just really wanted it to be pretty
crazy, I just wanted people to feel the
vibe of the show and enhance the
outfits through the hair and makeup,”
Carmen McCoy, head of hair and
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Fashion Club ofSeattle Universityput on theirannual show, this year named Religio, based on Dantes Inferno; models wear-
ing outfits represeting hell make afinal pass through the Quad.
makeup, said.
As the music mellowed out, the
second act, Purgatorio, began. The
tones from this act took a drastic turn
as the hair and makeup displayed
sedated tones of beige, white, and
light blues and greens. Abandoning
the whipsand chains, the looks in this
act were subduedto show the contrast
between the looks inspired by the
mania of Hell and the monotony of
waiting in Purgatory.-
The finale began with a short but
energetic choir performance lip
dubbedby the models who were apart
of the third act, Paradiso. The models
exuded cheerfulness as they danced
around the fountain and the audience
in flowing gold and metallic garments.
The looks in Paradiso represented
the merriment of finally being able
to reach Heaven through joyous
performances and angelic pieces.
After the show concluded, the
audience made their way to the
Casey atrium to view and buy student
artwork that was being displayed and
to congratulate those who made the
fashion show such a success.
“It was incredible. I’m roommates
with a lot of the people that made it.
I saw it from the beginning and how
it ended up is so incredible,” Junior
Cassandra Schiller said. “The way
they have it in Purgatory and Hell
all together with the music, with the
design, with all of it, it was really
incredible how they were able to fit
it all together and make it work. I
loved it.”
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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STRENGTH IN STORYTELLING AT THE MONOLOGUES
Rachel Dunn
Volunteer Writer
“Can you all take two collective deep
breaths with me before I begin?”
Mika Montero said before she
started her heart-wrenching piece
in “The Monologues.” By the end
of it, almost every member of the
audience had tears in their eyes.
“The Monologues” is a collection
of spoken word and poetry pieces
focused on women of color and
queer, transgender, and indigenous
people. On Friday and Saturday
night, it brought people joy,
tears, and a sense of connection.
The performances began with a
piece by Gwyn Resulta and CJ Andrea
Molo about struggling with their
Filipina identity. Like many other
people in the cast, they reflected on
their journey in discovering their
identity as both American and
Filipino. Growing up in the United
States made the two feel disconnected
from their heritage, but they were not
fully accepted as American either.
“The Philippines was this tourist
destination, not Motherland,” Molo
said. “I was six and didn’t wantto leave
America, didn’twant to leavemyhome.”
For Resulta, the struggle for her
identity was deeply connected with
her struggle to understand Tagalog,
the language of her family. Multiple
performances explored how language
is tied to cultural identity, with many
pieces performed partly in Spanish,
Tagalog, Chinese, or Vietnamese.
Although these segments could not
be understood by the whole audience,
they were often followed by snaps
and shouts of agreement because
the emotion was universally felt.
Snaps and the occasional whoop
from the audience act as the language
of spoken word poetry. After a
particularly resonant statement,
performers would pause and wait for
the snapsto subside.When performers
paused to hold back tears or forgot
a line in the heat of the moment,
audience members would rub their
hands together in waves of support.
While the show began at Seattle
U as “The Vagina Monologues,” the
students decided to switch it to “The
$#&* Monologues” two years ago.
This year, Waland decided to drop
the first word entirely in favor of
making the show more inclusive to all.
“The Vagina Monologues” were
originally created by Eve Ensler
in 1996 as a way to recount the
experiences of women she knew.
Although Ensler’s play began as a
celebration of femininity, it eventually
became a symbol of the fight to stop
violence againstwomen. However, her
play restricted the space to those with
a certain organ, regardless of gender
identityand experiencesofoppression.
The students of Seattle University
chose to break away from the
mold of the prewritten script
because it did not speak to the
intersectionality of their personal
experiences. They wanted the show
to explore their own identities instead.
“Listen, it’s not about the fact
of who does or doesn’t have a
vagina,” fourth-year double major
Rowan Levelle said. “It’s about the
oppression we are all experiencing
and coming together with that.”
COURTESY OF JULIAN ANDREOTTOLA
Performers at the monologues preparefor their upcomingshow.
However, that doesn’t mean the
show was vagina-free. Immediately
after the intermission, a group of five
walked onstage, decked out in red
to recite a love letter to their Diva
Cups. From stories of their failed
attempts to use the product to the
joys of period sex, this performance
had the audience reeling in laughter.
The positivity of the space is
what makes “The Monologues” so
revolutionary. They are a place of
healing, selfexpression, and ultimately
community. Each performer opened
their hearts up to the audience
because they knew everyone
would give them support in return.
One of the student performers,
Serena Oduro had never performed
her poetry in front of an audience
before, but decided to audition
for “The Monologues” because
she knew the cast acted as a
network of support for each other.
“This is a great opportunity for
a first time, but in front of people
you know and love. It’s a very
friendly environment,” she said.
For many of the performers,
speaking their poetry aloud is a
MAY 29,2019
form of healing from past trauma.
Poems addressed rape, sexual assault,
abuse, and microaggressions from
a place of strength and righteous
anger. By speaking out and telling
their story, they take back a sense
of agency in their experiences.
“I want us to ground our show
in storytelling, because that is an
act of healing and we will all be
doing that tonight,” the student
director and curator of the
Monologues, Jasmine Waland, said.
Even though the audience may not
relate to the stories themselves, they
are still powerful. They speak to larger
truths about oppression and our
society, and the need for empathy. The
relatability of each piece stood out to
Levelle, who saw the showboth nights.
“Even if someone didn’t have a story
that directly linked tomine, I resonated
so much to what they are saying.”
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U STUDENT BUILDS TINY HOUSE FROM SCHOOL BUS
Megan Bobilin
VolunteerWriter
Matthew Esselstrom is building a tiny
house on wheels—the ultimate DIY
project for a college student.
For the past few months, many
students have been buzzing with
curiosity about the mysterious
painted school bus parked outside of
Chardin Hall.
Esselstrom is a second-year
biochemistry major from Bellevue,
Washington. He bought the bus over
winter break and has been slowly
remodeling it into a tiny house.
Esselstrom plans to drive it up to
Camp Orkila on Orcas Island where
he has worked the past two summers.
“I thought it’d be really cool if I
could bring my own living space
there,” Esselstrom said. “Living at
camp, although fun, gets a little old
sharing a room with 12 other people,
most of them being children.”
Building a tiny house has always
been Esselstrom’s dream. The bus,
though not as spacious, will have all
the amenities of a regular home: a
bed, closet, couch, kitchen cabinets,
JAVIER PLASCENCIA • THE SPECTATOR
Matthew Esselstrom in the midst ofremodeling an ordinary school bus into his house on wheels.
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pantry, sink, wood-burning stove, and
solar powered electricity.
“I used to watch a lot of YouTube
videos about tiny homes, but ever
since I realized I wanted to remodel
a school bus, I watched skoolie
videos which is just the same idea
but with school busses specifically”
Esselstrom said.
Before starting this project,
Esselstrom had little to no experience
with remodeling or building homes.
Thanks to the continuous support
from Esselstrom’s family, friends, and
the internet, his dream is becoming
a reality.
Esselstrom named the bus Ahote,
which is a Native American name
meaning “restless one.”
“I have ADHD, so I’m very restless,
and I’m also Native American.
I’m incorporating that into the
interior design of the bus, mostly
through fabric,” Esselstrom said.
“Both the comforter for the bed and
the upholstery for the couch and
the seat is going to be fabric with
native designs.”
Because Esselstrom needed a lot of
help with the design and construction
process, many of his close friends
became involved.
“I think it’s really cool how
passionate Esselstrom is about his
bus and how much he’s learned-and
by proxy, I’ve learned. It’s fun to be
around. It’s exciting,” Esselstrom’s
partner, a third-year interdisciplinary
arts major and business minor, Hollis
Noonan said.
Noonan was the main consultant for
the color scheme of the bus’ exterior.
They picked neutral, outdoorsy hues
of blue, grey, and forest green to suit
Esselstrom’s personality. Noonan
also plans to paint a landscape mural
on the back of the bus to match the
natural, earthy tones.
Esselstrom’s roommate • Andie
Carroll, a second-year biology major
and LGBTQ studies minor, has been
hearing about the bus for almost as
long as they’ve known Esselstrom and
has been involved in the construction
process as well.
“I’ve painted pieces of wood for the
inside, I spray painted the outside,”
Carroll said. “All of the stuff that has
gone or is going into the bus has to
have some time in our room usually.
The most interaction I have with the
bus is the stuff that gets stored in our
apartment before it goes into the bus.”
With all these moving pieces, this
has been no small task. Esselstrom’s
friend Lauren Campbell, a second-
year biochemistry major, said she
does not think she would recommend
this type of project to the average
Seattle U student.
“He has everything thought out. It’s
very intentional. He’s been wanting
to do this for so long,” Campbell said.
“If you don’t have that initial drive
that really sets you forward with the
intention, with the calculations, with
all the reasoning behind every single
action that you do...I feel like if you’re
not like that, it won’t be successful.”
Carroll agreed that this is no small
feat for one person. “There are few
people who have the stamina that he
has had in this project—working on it
all day, multiple days a week,” Carroll
said. “I just don’t think many college
students would have the time, or the
energy, or just the sheer power of will
to get up at eight a.m. on a Saturday
and work on the bus for 12 hours.”
Although it has been a time-
consuming project, Esselstrom sees
this project as a practical solution to
create his own affordable housing. He
also plans to live in it next school year
and potentially take it traveling abroad
after graduating.
“You can’t be a homeowner when
you’re 20, especially in Seattle, because
a house costs a million dollars,”
Esselstrom said. “I do plan to maybe
live in this when I come back from
my study abroad fall quarter. Not in
this parking lot, but I’ll hopefully find
a house with my friends and park in
the driveway.”
To keep up with Esselstrom’s
school bus journey, follow
@matthewsbupdates on Instagram for
more news about his project.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
MECHA CELEBRATES LATINX CULTURE AT CELEBRACION
Debbie Dickinson
Volunteer Writer
The MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicanx de Aztlan) club at Seattle
University recently held its annual
Celebracion in the Student Center.
The event recognized different
aspects of Latinx culture, outside
of Mexico-centrism, and featured
food, dancing, music, and games.
MEChA is a Mexican-American
student group, national organization,
and political movement founded in
Santa Barbara in 1969. Tied to the
Chicano Movement of the 1960s,
MEChA was fundamental in the
adoption ofChicano Studies programs
and departments in academia, and
lead to better educational conditions
for Latinx students. Recently,
conversations about the Mexico-
centrism ofMEChA have been taking
place. On March 31 of this year, at
a meeting in Los Angeles, MEChA
studentleadersvotedto drop “Chicano”
and “Aztlan” from the group’s name
due to concerns that the words
may be perceived as homophobic,
anti-indigenous, and anti-black.
Most agree with the changes
happening within MEChA,
including the use of gender-neutral
“Chicanx.” However, some have
voiced their concern over MEChA’s
shift away from Mexico-centrism
and feel resistant to change.
In a widely-shared document, titled
“Reflections on Aztlan and its Role
in the Chicanx Student Movement,”
Nicolas Cruz, a member of MEChA’s
Seattle University Chapter, defends
MEChA’s name changes, writing:
“The members of the more than 60
other Indigenous tribes of the land
contained within the nation-state of
Mexico, or those whose ancestors
come from the many tribes located
south of Mexico, do not claim Aztlan
as their homeland...As a political
identity, Chicanx doesn’t have to be
tied to Mexico as a national identity.”
Dominique Friz, a MEChA




MECHA hosted its annual Celebracion for a night of dancingand dining centered around latinax culture.
this year’s Celebracion theme.
“Culture, religion, and all parts of
life are really different in all parts of
Mexico, Central America, and South
America, so one of the aims of this
year’s Celebracion is to be more
intentionalabout the folks that inhabit
this space and to be more intentional
about those differences,” Friz said.
The club’s efforts to embrace
diversity were evident throughout the
event. Tables within the event room
featured facts about different Latin
American countries. A huge map of
Mexico, Central America,,and South
America was displayed on the event’s
entrance wall with polaroids of club
members next to where they’re from.
Friz also talked about what
Celebracion is and what it means
for Seattle U. She discussed how
Celebracion not only celebrates
Latinx culture, but also gives
back to the Seattle U community.
“Celebracion, in its beginnings, was
acultural event. In the last two or three
years,MEChA has framed the event as
a celebration for the food workers here
on campus because they represent
a lot of different identities of club
members,” Friz said. “We fundraise for
Celebracion and Celebracion, in itself,
is a fundraiser to have a barbeque
or some sort of appreciation event
for the food-service workers here.”
The event itself kicked off with
dance classes to teach attendees some
basic moves before Celebracion’s
festivities officially began. Energetic
participators crowded together on the
open dance floor and a DJ kept the
music flowinguntil the end ofthenight.
At one point during the event,
MEChA club members performed a
dance routine to different Latin genres
of music, such as bachata (originating
from the Dominican Republic) and
cumbia (a folkloric genre originating
from Columbia and Panama).
Agua de Jamaica (Hibiscus/
Jamaica Tea), pupusas (a delicacy
from El Salvador), tamales, and
conchas (a Mexican pastry) were
just some of the traditional dishes
available for attendees to enjoy. Sofia
Ramirez, a second-year student
and the winner of Celebracion’s
raffle, received a chocoflan cake.
MAY 29,2019
A MEChA club member, who
wished to remain anonymous,
reflected on his favorite aspects
of MEChA and Celebracion.
“It’s really nice to talk to people
from other parts of the country.
Growing up in Los Angeles, I was
around a lot ofother Latin Americans.
Now that I’m in Seattle, it’s nice to
see the different cultures of Latin
Americans and how their experiences
differ from my own. The sense of
fellowship and the celebration of
Latinx identities is great,” he said.
Friz echoed his thoughts.“The sense
of community, beyond us as students,
is important. Just because we’re at the
university level doesn’t make us any
better than our food-service workers
and our custodial services,” Friz said.
Being able to be in a club where
those conversations and that kind of
community isfacilitated, is reallyneat.”
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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INTERACTIVE BFA PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION TELLS UNIQUE STORIES
Kaho Yoshizawa
Volunteer Writer
Imagine an art exhibition that
is interactive: people wearing
headphones and listening to audio and
photos telling stories to the audience.
Directed by Seattle U professors
Wyann Greenwood and Clair
Garoutte, nine graduating students
from the Bachelor ofFine Arts (BFA)
program kicked off their interactive
photography exhibition at the Vashon
Gallery on May 23.
Each of the nine students expressed
their distinctive perspectives on the
world around them. Although not all
of the artwork was interactive, each
piece was something special.
“What is really nice about this
program is that we want them to
explore and find their unique voice,”
Professor Claire Garoutte said.
JOSHUA SCOGGIN • THE SPECTATOR
A diverse number ofprojects were presented at the senior Photograaphy Major’s Photography exhibit.
As attendees stepped into the
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gallery, the exhibition came alive,
a place where the audience and the
works of art communicated. Cathryn
Hallett and Zachary Burns are BFA
alumni who come to visit the gallery
every year and they were impressed
with how interactive the exhibition
was, as it was made in such a way
that the audience not only observes
photographs but also hears them.
Aunna Moriarty was one of the senior
photography majors who exhibited
photos and also a film.
The title of Moriarty’s piece is
“And in That Moment”. She has
dreams-and nightmares-every day
which she expresses and remembers
vividly throughout her artwork. Her
exhibits consist of four scenes with
different kinds of mysterious and
chaotic settings.
In one ofher works, she is in a room
in a deep forest. The light color of the
forest is attractive in its deep contrast
at the front of the image because
it seems as if it is trying to suck the
viewer into the photo.
Laura Affolter, another senior
featured in the gallery, focused on
her idea of how fixed stereotypes
and biases of certain minorities can
be eliminated.
“In my work, I’m exploring how we
live our life in adherence to specific
codes,” Affolter said.
Her well-constructed theme appeals
to the emotion of the audience, as if
photos are asking people to reflect
on how they think and behave
subconsciously in their daily lives.
“The codes are like gender or
sexuality and we perform these codes
in adherence to things like religion,
national identity and gender that
you’re assigned to at birth,” she said.
Her exhibits, titled “Growing Up
with Lua” and “Joseph Building
Cross”, explore whether the visual
brandings which were assigned to
them can be shed. In “Growing Up
with Lua”, a person’s back is shown
and a bunch of flowers is put into
their underwear. Although flowers are
usually associated with femininity, the
name ofthe flower shown in thephoto
is “Lua” which is non-binary.
“You can think about how we
ascribe certain attributes to certain
kinds of body that aren’t necessary
true,” Affolter said.
Through “Joseph Building Cross”,
Affolterwanted tocriticizepeople who
still try to exclude certain individuals
from their community. Joseph is an
African American and he is depicted
building and crafting a cross with thin
wooden boards in three photos.
Senior Katie Flaherty’s series
depicted images of her own body,
titled “Object/Subject/Self.”
“This was helping me figure out and
see myself and get to know myself
and my own space,” she said. “I had a
lot of issues like body dysmorphia in
the past.”
Body dysmorphia is a mental
condition in which one has
obsessive ideas that some aspect of
their appearance is severely flawed
even though it is an imagined or
slight defect.
What inspired this project was a
question that people often asked:
“How often do you lookat yourself in
the mirror?”
Close-ups of her legs, back, mouth,
and nose reflected in the mirror
and photos of her kitchen, the place
where she usually spends much ofher
time, are shown to represent her past
struggle and the overcoming of her
body dysmorphia.
“I think these guys worked beyond
what you would expect from the
undergraduate. I do!” Garoutte said
proudly after the end of the first show.
“Major victory!” a voice rang
throughout an empty galleryhall.
The BFA Photography Exhibition is
available to the public weekdays from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. until June 19.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
IT’S OFFICIAL—REDHAWKS REPPING ADIDAS
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
July marks the start of a new era for
Seattle University—the Redhawks
and Adidas have officially agreed to a
seven-year deal. Adidas will become
the official athletic apparel, footwear,
and accessory brand for the Redhawks
through 2026.
Adidas, a multinationalcorporation
originally founded in Germany, is
the largest sportswear manufacturer
in Europe and second-largest in the
world only to Nike. Identifiable by
the brands trademark three-stripe
logo, Adidas has numerous major kit
deals and sponsors a wide variety of
universities across the countryas well.
Currently, Seattle Us partnership is
with Eastbay along with a handful of
side contracts. Sarah Finney, Director
of Communications within the
Athletics Department, noted that the
switch to a contract soley with Adidas
will be a good one.
“This has given us an opportunity
as a department to really bring
everything under the same umbrella
with one partner for essentially
the same apparel, equipment, and
footwear,” she said.
The mission statements of Adidas
and Seattle U appear to correlate
greatly. With Adidas focusing on
increased sustainability efforts,
innovation, and quality of product,
the Redhawks appear to have aligned
themselves with a like-minded
company. Furthermore, Adidas’
core values pertain to performance,
passion, integrity, and diversity.
“I think they’re great in terms of
additional efforts. Their sustainability
efforts right now are awesome,”
Finney said. “They have a full line of
apparel and shoes that are made from
partially recycled plastic that has been
recovered from the ocean—how cool
is that? That ties in so well to Seattle
University’s initiatives.”
Joddie Gleason, Associate Head
SPORTS
Coach of the Women’s Basketball
Team, expressed her enthusiasm
about the brand’s core values as well.
“Adidas aligns with the mission of
Seattle University and has provided a
great product and a great package for
us as a department, so we’re excited
about the transition,” Gleason said.
Furthermore, Adidas will supply
student-athletes at Seattle U with
a greater quantity of apparel
and footwear.
Head Coach of Seattle University
Women’s Rowing Team Jenny Park
also approves of the switch to Adidas.
“I think it’s really exciting for the
rowing team. We’re going to have a lot
more opportunity for gear, which is
really exciting—especially since we go
through a lot of gear being an outdoor
sport,” Park said. “I think they make
great apparel and I think it’s a great
move for the university.”
Seattle U,with its rich athletichistory
including the storied basketball team
playing in the 1958 National Title
Game, has come a long way. So what
does the switch to Adidas mean for
the future ofRedhawk Athletics?
According to Finney, the goal
revolves around the student-athlete
experience at Seattle U.
“Ultimately, everything we do is
about the student-athlete experience,
so having a great apparel and
footwear contract helps enhance
their experience while they’re here,”
she said.
The new contract will also aid Seattle
University in its branding efforts.
“Another element was to build a
foundation to enhance our future
branding efforts—Seattle U and
Adidas and using that partnership
to enhance our brand overall,”
Finney added.
As for current-student athletes,
many appear to be excited about the
switch to Adidas. With speculation
and rumors of the switch swirling
since Fall regarding the switch, many
are glad it is finally official.
Sophomore cross country runner
Lance Slichko will be entering his
third year at Seattle U when the
change takes effect and is ready for the
new partnership.
“I’m really happy about it. I think
it’s a really great opportunity for
the school and the fact that every
sports team will be getting more gear
is amazing.”
But when will the Redhawks
fans and student-athletes get to see
the new Adidas apparel, footwear,
and merchandise?
For women’s rowing, the answer is
mid-March of 2020.
As for other sports teams, Finney
stated that ordering has already
begun. Redhawks can expect to see
gear starting July 1.
“We’re really hoping to enhance
media day photoshoots and whatnot,
and as stuff shows up, we will start
unveiling—it should be really
exciting,” she added.
“Impossible is nothing”, as the
Adidas slogan boasts, and in just a
few short months, Redhawks will
experience the change firsthand.
“We hope we can continue to
enhance what that product and
distribution looks like so we can give
the student-athletes the best that they
can get,” Finney said.
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
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ESPORTS, EXPERTISE, AND ENTERTAINMENT AT UW GAMING EXPO
Kristen Nielsen
Staff Writer
The University of Washington, having
become the first university within the
stateofWashington to have adedicated
esports arena earlier this year, hosted
an event open to the public over the
weekend. Free to all attendees, the
event highlighted esports players and
their potential.
Professional esports players can
earn upwards of $15,000 a month
without factoring in the large sums of
money earned through tournaments.
Additionally, many colleges
have begun offering substantial
scholarships to esports players.
Colleges have also encouraged
esports by hosting events, supporting
clubs, and building state-of-the-
art gaming facilities, like the
Huskies’ HUB Esports Arena &
Gaming Lounge.
The Husky Gaming Expo invited
dozens of artists who cater to the
gaming community. The Artist Alley
lined the halls, offering a variety
of gaming-related prints, buttons,
stickers, and more. This allowed
many small artists the chance to reach
potential customers with similar
interests, a unique experience outside
the digital platform.
Senior Cornish College of the Arts
student Grace Rigoni was one such
artist to attend the event, complete
with her very own booth.
“A lot of these artists are small
businesses or local, so coming down
here to support them would be
beneficial to everyone,” Rigoni said.
The opportunity is one that Rigoni
hopes other local artists will take
advantage of, offering others advice
who are looking for a similar chance.
“I would look it up as early as you
can and plan ahead. Definitely do
yourresearch and prepare, be looking
on Facebook for events like this,”
she said.
Meet and greets as well as panels
were set up with well-known gamers
such as BoxBox and PewPewU, who
have won hundreds of thousands of
dollars in prize money from gaming
20 SPORTS
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Seattle University Esports club members going by the handles, Ahi and BayLak, playedfor the Overwatch team during the
Husky Gaming Expo 2019.
events and have billions of views on
platforms such as Youtubeand Twitch.
These professionals offered advice
to other gamers in panels including
“Breaking Into the Esports Industry”
and “Lessons From a Decade
in Gaming.”
A fan favorite, Super Smash Bros,
was also available to attendees in
tournament form for Smash Melee
and Smash Ultimate.
Game developers and technology
exhibitors were also at the event,
giving businesses a chance to reach
gamers directly and take their playing
to the next level.
The main event of the expo was
arguably the Apple State Cup for
Overwatch, Rocket League, and
League of Legends, which was open to
schools across the state.
Participating schools included
host University of Washington,
Seattle University, Washington State
University, Western Washington
University, Gonzaga University, and
Oregon State University.
Seattle U was invited to compete
in both the League of Legends
tournament and the Overwatch
tournament. Despite putting up a
great fight, the teams were unable to
take home a win.
Apple State Cup Coordinator Eric
Cohen played an essential role in the
creation of the event, as this was the
first year ofthe Apple State Cup being
a part of the expo.
“This is our pilot year; A lot of
mistakes and things going wrong, but
it did end up being very successful.
I’m really happy about the turnout,”
Cohen said.
Cohen also mentioned that the event
itself was started to create a sense of
community for gamers and officially
bring esports to the collegiate level.
“This event was done to try and
promote collegiate esports and make
them more well known. It’s a growing
community,” Cohen added.
However, putting on this event has
been the culmination of hard work
from various angles. Multiple clubs at
the University of Washington reached
out to other schools, professional
gamers, artists, and businesses to
create the event.
“Having this scene, the industry
leaders are coming to us and asking us
to put on these events,” Cohen stated.
Cohen hopes this event serves as a
lesson to others, encouraging other
students and gaming enthusiasts to
put on events of their own to further
support the community.
“There was nothing before I was
here. It just takes one person; and that
one person can be you,” Cohen said.
Kristen may be reached at
knielsen@su-spectator.com
2019 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP: AN EXCITING SUMMER IN FRANCE
KhiiOng “Teddy” Vo
Volunteer Writer
This year, France will host the 2019
FIFA Women’s World Cup. Beginning
June 7 and lasting until July 7, the
month-long tournament will see
some of the verybest soccer players in
the world team up and face off against
each other.
With only five of the 24 competing
nations having not participated in
the last Women’s World Cup, most
teams in this year’s tournament are
accustomed to playing on the large
stage—though some teams do look
very different than they did just four
short years ago.
U.S. soccer fans can rejoice as they
will have a national team to cheer
for—unlike last year’s 2018 Fifa
Men’s World Cup. The U.S. Men’s
National Team failed to qualify after
a loss to Trinidad and Tobago in
2017. Nonetheless, the reigning U.S
Women’s WorldCup champions from
are not the onlycontenders—hereare
a few teams to watch out for in this
years’ World Cup.
U.S.
As the winners of the 2015 Women’s
World Cup, the U.S. women’s team
enters the tournament as a clear
favorite. Four years ago, the team
showed tremendous power against
Japan in the finals. Alex Morgan,
Carli Lloyd, and Megan Rapinoe all
return as the primary playmakers
for the U.S. national team. They will
likely be the stars of the team who
will inspire and set an example for
younger players.
Japan
Japan is going through a transitional
phase and will have a team full of
new faces this year. Their chances
of winning the tournament are not
nearly as high as last tournament,
during which they advanced to
the final match. Nonetheless, no
one can underestimate the power
of the Samurai Blue, as they are
affectionately referred to by their
fans. Unity remains a key asset of
the Japanese team, who has shown
great potential through success at the
U-17 and U-20 Women’s World Cups
in recent years. Eight years ago in
Germany, Japan proved themselves
when they defeated the U.S.
France
France will arguably have an
advantage throughout the
tournament as the hosts ofthe World
Cup. Wendie Renard is captain of the
French national team and a player for
the French club, Olympique Lyonais,
the current reigning champions of
the UEFA Women’s Champions
League. As captain, Renard will lead
France and inspire the home crowd
throughout the tournament.
Netherlands
Another team from Europe and
another big threat is the Dutch
national team. They will be led by
Lieke Martens, a star of Barcelona.
MAY 29,2019
Brazil will absolutely be a candidate
for the 2019 WorldCup trophy. Marta
Vieira da Silva, known to most as
simply Marta, remains the team’s star
player. Brazil, the runner-up of the
2007 Women’s World Cup, will come
to France and fight for the trophy they
so narrowlymissed out on 4years ago.
As the recipient of the Golden Ball in
the 2017 UEFA Tournament, Martens
was awarded Best Player of the
tournament. When the Dutch team
needs heat on offense, midfielder
Martens remains avaluable asset with
quick, technical skills..
Brazil
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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GLORY, GAMES, AND GOSSIP
Another Modern Warfare? Really?
The gaming world seems to have slowed down after the chaos that was the last
few weeks. Everything seems to have calmed down, other than a few notice-
able incidents that have occurred over the past few weeks. A user on the Epic
Games Store has gone to social media after a fracas with Epic Games. When
this user requested personal information thatEpic Games had on him, Epic
Games obliged, but informed the user that they had accidentally sent the
information requested to a totally random person. “World War Z,” developed
by Sabre Interactive has nearly reached two million copies sold worldwide, be-
coming a sleeper hit to many in thevideo games industry. “Metro Exodus” has
come out with sales numbers, with their main revenue stream coming from
console platforms, which may point to the previous debacle that developers
had over PC exclusivity. We’ve also gotten news about the newest installment
of the long-standing “Call ofDuty” franchise, apparently just titled “Modern
Warfare”. There’s also been news that “Call of Duty’s” future might be in jeop-
ardy. We’re going to jump right into it, so make sure you’re strapped in
and ready.
The Good
For anybody who was a big fan of the “Left 4 Dead” series, or chaotic zombie
games in general, “World War Z” is a love-letter to that, and more. Developed
by Sabre Interactive, the game has gained a strong following since itsrelease
lastmonth in April. While it hasn’t generated much in terms of media buzz
and hype, the game has sold nearly two million copies within the first month.
Audiences were surprised and impressed by the gameplay, which incorporated
the massive chain swarms that the “World War Z” movie was famous for.
However, I can understandwhy the game hasn’t exactly received a lot of atten-
tion. It’s hard to attract a massive core audience with titles like “World War Z,”
due to the relative niche genre. However, I’m sure the Sabre is happy about it’s
performance, and I hope that they continue to support their fanbase.
The Bad
The Epic Games Store has once again come under fire, this time not for their
epic games sales, but due to a catastrophic mistake made when a user request-
ed his personal information.Epic Games agreed to do so, but when they did
send him his personal information, they informed him that they had acciden-
tally sent his information to another player. While this random player has con-
firmed that they deleted it from their local machine, it ishorrible publicity for
a storefront that has gained the ire of the internet. The Epic Games Store has
suffered the wrath of the internet recently due to various exclusive deals with
many video game developers, most notably “Borderlands 3.” While this issue is
“just another” drop in the bucket, the bucket is getting pretty full.
Metro Exodus has finally come forward with their sales numbers, with
pretty strong sales across the board. However, they neglected to talk about
the PC version, which is significant. Metro Exodus publisher Lars Wingefors
did not want to talk about the Epic Games version, supposedly discarding the
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OPINION
question ofsatisfactory sales performances. This isn’t exactly a “bad” thing, but
I’m worried that the developers of “Metro Exodus” are unable toproperly see
the fruits of labour due to its exclusivity. It’s definitely concerning when you
realize that the “Metro” franchisehas had it’s core foundation and playerbase
on the PC, yet the games majority sales are on console. One hopes that they
did well enough to keep going, or at least learnt the lesson that having exclu-
sive games generally doesn’t do to well for audiences.
Who’s Next
Yes, there’s already been a “Call ofDuty: Modern Warfare.” However, sources
across the internet have stated that the newest title in the 16-game series is
once again, “Call ofDuty: Modern Warfare.” Apparently, it is a soft reboot of
the original game, and looks to be a much more story heavy game than the
previous games. One inspiration cited by the developers was the incredibly
controversial mission “No Russian” in “Modern Warfare 2,” where players were
given the ability to murder civilians in cold blood. It’s anotherchange that
Publisher Activision has maderecently, given that their last title “Black Ops
4” came without a campaign. Furthermore, there’s been significant upheaval
with next year’s “Call of Duty,” changing from their three-year cycle to a now
two-year cycle, Treyarch taking over to create “Black Ops 5” instead of another
Sledgehammer title. However, sales of “Call ofDuty” games have been steadily
declining year-over-year, and while sales have been fine, they can’t compare to
the original glory days. Regardless, news of “Call ofDuty: Modern Warfare” is
slated to come out during the NBA finals, and hopefully the series experiences
a triumphant return to form.
And that isabout it for news this week. A slow week compared to previous
weeks, and as we trekcloser to finals week and E3, we’re either going to slow to
a stop, or gain a lot of steam. We’re going to figure that out very, very soon.
William Lim, Columnist
You can read more ofWilliam's column, as well as





QO Mama, my name is Smalec Blowning and I’m building® a gaming PC. Whatparts should Iget?
A https://pcpartpicker.com/list/LWRk29® Have fun, Smalec ;)
QMama, how are youpreparingfor graduation?
A I’ve been applying to a ton of jobs in the hopes that• something will stick! Now’s the time to really start
* putting yourself out there and applying, applying,
applying. If you’re living on campus, be sure to set something
up for moving off campus. Lastly, start thinking about where
you want to put down your roots. Now’s your chance to move
somewhere different, take that chance if it speaks to you!
QWhathappens after we die, Mama?
A Rudy the Redhawk carries us all to a better place than• the week before dead week, dear reader. Or, maybe
*
you can ask your real mom about it instead of my
uneducated opinion. Good luck on your journey forknowledge,
reader.













If interested, please email
editor(a)su-spectator.com and CC
adowning(a)su-spectator.com.
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MECHA hosted its annual fiesta celebracionfor a night of dancing and dining centered around latinax culture.
